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In order to generate a ranked list of N items, a worker needs
to consider a number of N ! possibilities. Annotation in such
a huge labeling space is time consuming and uneconomic.
Furthermore, the non-expert nature of crowdsourcing workers
makes it even more difficult to reach consensus on the groundtruth ranked lists than binary/pairwise judgements.
The fact that ranked lists are highly useful but hard to be
directly annotated motivates us to seek for alternative strategies.
Our idea is based upon a metaphor in which we can only learn
what an elephant is like through a group of blind men. Each
one holds onto a different part, but only one part, such as
the side or the tusk. In the original story, they then discuss
their observations which leads to argument and complete
disagreement. However, a smarter treatment is to analysis all
the observations and to find an probable explanation that most
fits. In this paper, we implement such idea by decomposing the
task of labeling ranked lists into a series of smaller and easier
tasks: annotating pairwise preferences, each of which requires
I. I NTRODUCTION
a worker to compare only a pair of items out of the entire set.
Collecting reliable annotation at scale has been a critical In addition, the pairwise judgements by crowd workers are
issue in the development of machine learning techniques. more reliable and can be easily scaled up. Pairs of items can
Crowdsourcing services make it possible to collect huge be randomly generated out of the set and will be labeled by
amount of annotations from less trained crowd workers in multiple workers. The goal is to infer the true ranked list out
an inexpensive and efficient manner. The general philosophy of the crowdsourced pairwise annotations.
of crowdsourcing is that instead of collecting one single expertannotated label for each instance, multiple labels per example
B. Challenges
are collected from non-expert crowd workers at low cost to
Leveraging pairwise preferences to infer the full ranked list
infer the ground truth [1], [2].
is promising but also challenging. The key challenge comes
A. Motivation
from incomplete and inconsistent annotations.
In different tasks of learning, the form of labels can be as
Pairwise preferences can be incomplete due to time and
simple as binary/pairwise judgements, but can also be structured budget constraints. Not every two items are compared either
and complex. An example of the latter case is a ranked list directly or indirectly (For items A, B and C, an indirect
of documents with respect to a query. Ranked lists offer the annotation of A  B may be obtained if direct annotations of
most informative knowledge for training and testing in various A  C and C  B have been given). The available annotations
data mining and information retrieval tasks such as learning to can also be inconsistent, resulting from either the disagreements
rank [3], [4]. Nevertheless, unlike making binary or pairwise between multiple workers, or the intrinsic uncertainty within
judgements, labeling complex structures such as ranked lists by one single worker. A common mistake of the latter case is
crowd workers is subject to large variance and low efficiency. that one labels A  B, B  C, and C  A at the same time.

Abstract—Crowdsourcing services make it possible to collect
huge amount of annotations from less trained crowd workers
in an inexpensive and efficient manner. However, unlike making
binary or pairwise judgements, labeling complex structures such
as ranked lists by crowd workers is subject to large variance
and low efficiency, mainly due to the huge labeling space and
the annotators’ non-expert nature. Yet ranked lists offer the
most informative knowledge for training and testing in various
data mining and information retrieval tasks such as learning to
rank. In this paper, we propose a novel generative model called
“Thurstonian Pairwise Preference” (T PP) to infer the true ranked
list out of a collection of crowdsourced pairwise annotations. The
key challenges that T PP addresses are to resolve the inevitable incompleteness and inconsistency of judgements, as well as to model
variable query difficulty and different labeling quality resulting
from workers’ domain expertise and truthfulness. Experimental
results on both synthetic and real-world datasets demonstrate
that T PP can effectively bind pairwise preferences of the crowd
into rankings and substantially outperforms previously published
methods.

The discussion below reveals a number of factors that lead to
inconsistent annotations:
•

Query difficulty: More difficult queries, such as ambiguous
and vague queries, demand more effort to interpret and
to judge, making them intrinsically more prone to errors.
Worker expertise across domains: Different workers have
different domain expertise; the same worker can also have
varying domain knowledge across different task, making
the quality of their labels vary accordingly. In practice,
neither the task domain nor the worker’s expertise is
known apriori.
Truthfulness of Workers: Truthfulness of workers is a
prevailing issue in crowdsourcing tasks. Two typical
adversarial groups are spammer workers and malicious
workers: Spammers give random judgments and offer little
information about the ranked lists; Malicious workers, on
the other hand, sabotage the utility of annotations by
giving false preferences.

the experimental study in Section V, review related work in
Section VI and conclude our study in Section VII.
II. T HURSTONIAN R ANKING M ODEL

The original Thurstonian ranking model (T RM) [5] is devised
for analyzing ordinal data. Suppose in a ranking annotation
Q
task, K workers {tk }K
k=1 are given Q queries {ql }l=1 and D
D
documents {di }i=1 . It is postulated that the optimal ranked
list1 for query ql is determined by the ground truth relevance
score sl,i of each document di . Precisely, the larger the value
of sl,i , the higher rank is assigned to di . Each worker tk
•
(k)
produces a ranked list σl by ordering documents according
(k)
to his perceived relevance scores sl,i , which are assumed
(k)
to be Gaussian distributed: sl,i ∼ N(sl,i , δl2 ). The variance
δl2 quantifies the query difficulty of ql : δl2 is larger for more
difficult query, and the perceived score can deviate more from
the ground truth score.
The plate notation of the above generative process is given
Identifying the sources of such incompleteness and incon(k)
in
Figure 1a. With the workers’ annotated rankings {σl }
sistency, and properly modeling them, are critical to infer the
true ranked list from the crowdsourced pairwise annotations. given as observations, the goal of T RM is to infer {sl,i } as
well as {δl2 }. Algorithmic development for inference previously
investigated includes maximum likelihood estimation [6] and
C. Our Proposal
Bayesian inference [7]. A derivation of the maximum likelihood
We propose a novel generative model called “Thurstonian
estimation is given in Appendix B.
Pairwise Preference” (T PP) to bind pairwise preferences of
the crowd into rankings. The key modeling challenges that
T PP addresses are to resolve the inevitable incompleteness
and inconsistency of judgements, as well as to model variable
query difficulty and different labeling quality resulting from
workers’ domain expertise and truthfulness.
T PP is built on top of the Thurstonian Ranking Model (T RM)
[5], which takes noisy ranked lists of items as observations and
estimates the true rankings. When applied to crowdsourcing,
T RM models the generation of the noisy ranked lists annotated
by crowd workers, taking variable query difficulty into account.
(a) T RM
It infers the relevance score of each item to form the ranked
list. In contrast to T RM, the observations of T PP are pairwise
preferences. Specifically, T PP naturally simulates the generative
process of incomplete pairwise annotations, and seamlessly
integrates a worker-aware layer with the original query-aware
layer to model the inconsistency of the labeling process. The
advantage of T PP is that it does not require full rankings
as observations, and pairwise preferences can be efficiently
labeled at scale.
While there have been earlier research efforts on (pairwise)
ranking aggregation with similar goals, most of them investigated a “non-crowd” setting, or only a subset of the above
factors are taken into account (See Section VI for details). In
sharp contrast, T PP provides a unified and principled strategy
to handle various influential factors, which effectively binds
(b) T PP
pairwise preferences of the crowd into rankings.
Fig. 1: Plate notation for T RM and T PP
Organization. We briefly introduce the original Thurstonian
Ranking Model in Section II, and present our proposed
Thurstonian Pairwise Preference model (T PP) in Section III.
1 a permutation of documents
The inference of T PP is given in Section IV. We provide
•

TABLE I: Summary of Notations
Notation
tk , ql , di
sl,i
δl2
ml
θ = (θ1 , . . . , θM )T
τk,m
(k)

sl,i

π = hk, l, i1 , i2 i
π
s̃π
i1 , s̃i2

∆sπ
Θ = {sl,i , δl2 , θm , τk,m }
(k)
Z = {ml , sl,i }
V = {∆sπ }
D = {π}

Explanation
worker tk , query ql and document di
ground truth relevance score of di w.r.t. ql
the difficulty of query ql
the domain of query ql
the distribution of query domains,
ml ∼ Mult(θ)
worker tk ’s expertise & truthfulness
on domain m
worker tk ’s perceived score of di w.r.t. ql
pairwise preference π: tk prefers document
di1 to document di2 w.r.t. ql
noisy scores of di1 and di2 to determine
pairwise preference π
π
noisy score difference ∆sπ = s̃π
i1 − s̃i2
model parameters
latent variables of interest
auxiliary latent variables
observations

have a negative τk,m , giving false preferences by “flipping”
his perceived scores. The absolute value of τk,m measures
the expertise of tk on m: a larger |τk,m | means a smaller
variance of the noisy score, i.e., tk is more knowledgeable on
m; for a very small |τk,m |, the noisy score is nearly uniformly
distributed, implying tk likely to be a spammer. Given the
noisy scores s̃πi1 and s̃πi2 , the pairwise preference is uniquely
determined: π = hk, l, i1 , i2 i if s̃πi1 − s̃πi2 ≥ 0 and vice versa.
We define the noisy score difference in this case as:
∆sπ = s̃πi1 − s̃πi2

and thus P(π = hk, l, i1 , i2 i) = P(∆sπ ≥ 0).
The generative process of T PP is summarized as follows:
• Generate Perceived Scores: Generate worker tk ’s per(k)
ceived score of document di w.r.t. query ql : sl,i ∼
N(sl,i , δl2 )
• Generate Query Domains: For query ql , draw its domain:
ml ∼ Mult(θ).
• Generate Noisy Scores: To compare two documents di1
and di2 , worker tk generate noisy scores s̃πi1 and s̃πi2 .

III. T HURSTONIAN PAIRWISE P REFERENCE
T RM specifies the generation of ranked lists in a crowdsourced setting, with variable query difficulty taken into account.
However, the difficulty in obtaining annotated ranked lists
makes it hardly applicable in practice. We propose a novel generative model called “Thurstonian Pairwise Preference” (T PP),
which extends T RM to accommodate pairwise preferences as
observations. Meanwhile, T PP seamlessly integrates a workeraware layer with the original query-aware layer to incorporate
workers’ variable expertise across different domains and their
truthfulness, which explains the generation of the inconsistent
pairwise preferences at modeling time.
The plate notation of T PP is given in Figure 1b. The notations
used throughout this paper are summarized in Table I. Suppose
worker tk compares documents di1 and di2 w.r.t. query ql . The
pairwise preference π is either tk prefers di1 to di2 , denoted
by hk, l, i1 , i2 i, or π = hk, l, i2 , i1 i if tk prefers di2 2 . The
preference depends on query difficulty, as well as the domain
expertise and truthfulness of the worker.
T PP first generates the workers’ perceived scores in the
same way as T RM does. Then it introduces a workeraware layer to simulate the generation of pairwise annotations, which involves a delicate modeling of query domains. We assume there are M domains. For query ql ,
its domain ml is drawn from a multinomial distribution:
ml ∼ Mult(θ). In order to generate the pairwise preference
π, worker tk generates two noisy scores s̃πi1 and s̃πi2 , which
(k)
−2
are Guassian distributed: s̃πi1 ∼ N(sgn(τk,ml )sl,i1 , τk,m
)
l
(k)
−2
π
3
and s̃i2 ∼ N(sgn(τk,ml )sl,i2 , τk,ml ). The parameter τk,m
encodes worker tk ’s expertise and truthfulness on domain m.
Specifically, the sign of τk,m indicates whether worker tk is
truthful or malicious on domain m. A malicious worker would
2 We adopt the assumption made in T RM that no ties exist in rankings.
However, if two documents are indeed equally relevant, the workers shall
randomly prefers either one, and the ground truth relevance scores of the two
documents would
 be close.
1
if x > 0
3 sgn(x) =
−1 otherwise

(1)

−2
s̃πij ∼ N(sgn(τk,ml )sl,ij , τk,m
) (j = 1, 2)
l
(k)

•

(2)

Generate Pairwise Preferences: The pairwise preference
π is determined by the noisy score difference: π =
hk, l, i1 , i2 i if ∆sπ = s̃πi1 − s̃πi2 ≥ 0, and π = hk, l, i2 , i1 i
if ∆sπ < 0.
ground truth
A
scores

B

C

perceived
scores

noisy scores
A

B
B C

Fig. 2: An Illustration Example of T PP: The generation of two
pairwise preferences by a crowd worker for a given query
The true ranking is determined by the ground truth scores
of each document. The perceived score of each document is
Gaussian distributed based on the true score and the query
difficulty. Each time a worker is asked to compare a pair of
documents, The perceived scores, together with the domain
expertise and truthfulness of the worker, specify another two
Gaussian distributions from which the noisy scores are drawn.
The pairwise preference is given accordingly. The worker is
truthful in this example.

Figure 2 illustrates the generation of two pairwise preferences
by a crowd worker for a given query. The ground truth scores
for three documents A, B, C imply the true ranking to be
A ≺ B ≺ C. The worker’s perceived scores deviate from the

ground truth scores due to query difficulty. In fact, the perceived
scores imply A ≺ C ≺ B, which contradicts with the true
ranking. We further assume that the worker is truthful and has
reasonable domain knowledge (This example does not include
the generation of query domains for the sake of clarity). The
worker generates noisy scores which are close to his perceived
scores, and gives pairwise preferences (A ≺ C, C ≺ B)
accordingly. It is worth noting that a pair of noisy scores are
drawn each time a worker judges a pair of documents. Thus
T PP respects intra-worker inconsistency as well as inter-worker
inconsistency.

and we have


τk,m (k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
P(∆sπ ≥ 0|τk,ml , sl,i1 , sl,i2 ) = Q − √ l (sl,i1 − sl,i2 )
(4)
2

In view of the above results, the joint probability of D, Z, V
can be factorized as:
P(D, Z, V|Θ) = P(Z|Θ)P(V|Z)P(D|V)
Y
Y
(k)
=
PMult (ml |θ) ·
PN (sl,i |sl,i , δl2 )
l

k,l,i



Y

−2
PN ∆sπ |sgn(τk,ml )(sl,i1 − sl,i2 ), 2τk,m
l
(k)

1(∆sπ ≥ 0)

(5)

Integrating out V, we get the joint probability of the observations D = {π} and the latent variables of interest
(k)
Z = {ml , sl,i }:
Z
P(D, Z|Θ) =
P(D, Z, V|Θ) dV
V
Y
Y
(k)
=
PMult (ml |θ) ·
PN (sl,i |sl,i , δl2 )
l

Algorithm 1: Inference of T PP

2
3
4
5



π=hk,l,i1 ,i2 i∈D

The model parameters Θ = {sl,i , δl2 , θm , τk,m } are
learned by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) with the
Expectation-Maximization (E-M) [8] algorithm. The posterior
(k)
distribution of the latent variables of interest Z = {ml , sl,i }
given the observations D = {π} is approximated via alternate
sampling of Z and the auxiliary latent variables V = {∆sπ }.
The inference algorithm of T PP is summarized in Algorithm 1.

1

(k)

π=hk,l,i1 ,i2 i∈D

Y

IV. I NFERENCE



k,l,i

Y

Input: Pairwise preferences D
Output: Model parameters Θ
Initialize V, Z, Θ;
while convergence criteria not met do
(E-step) Sample the posterior distribution of V and Z;
(M-step) Update Θ;
Model rescaling;

π=hk,l,i1 ,i2



τk,m (k)
(k)
Q − √ l (sl,i1 − sl,i2 )
2
i∈D


(6)

The model parameters Θ = {sl,i , δl2 , θm , τk,m } are learned
by optimizing the log likelihood Θ = arg maxΘ ln P(D|Θ)
with the E-M algorithm. At the t-th iteration, the posterior
(t)
distribution of Z|D, Θ is computed (E-step), followed by the
model update, i.e. maximizing the expected joint log likelihood:
Θ(t+1) = arg maxΘ Q(Θ; Θ(t) ) (M-step), where
Q(Θ; Θ(t) ) = EZ|D,Θ(t) [ln P(D, Z|Θ)]

(7)

A. Model Parametrization
The pairwise preference π = hk, l, i1 , i2 i between two
documents di1 and di2 hinges on ∆sπ = s̃πi1 −s̃πi2 . We introduce
auxiliary latent variables V = {∆sπ } to parameterize T PP.
Our results rely on the following lemma of (truncated)
Gaussian distribution, the proof of which can be found in
[9]):
Lemma 4.1: If x1 and x2 are independently sampled from
xi ∼ N(µi , σ 2 ), i = {1, 2}, then we have
(a) x1 − x2 ∼ N(µ1 − µ2 , 2σ 2 ) and P(x1 − x2 ≥ 0) =
1 −µ2
), where Q(·) denotes the tail probability of
Q(− µ√
2σ
the standard normal distribution: Q(s) ··= Pr(x ≥ s),
x ∼ N(0, 1).
2
(b) x1 − x2 |x1 − x2 ≥ 0 ∼ TN∞
0 (µ1 − µ2 , 2σ ), where
b
2
TNa (m, s ) (a < b, a, b ∈ R ∪ {±∞}) is the truncated
Gaussian distribution bounded by interval (a, b) with the
embedded Gaussian distribution being N(m, s2 ).

Given Eq. 1 and 2, it follows from Lemma 4.1(a) that the
auxiliary latent variable ∆sπ follows the truncated Gaussian
distribution:
(k)

(k)

s̃πi1 − s̃πi2 |τk,ml , sl,i1 , sl,i2


(k)
(k)
−2
∼ N sgn(τk,ml )(sl,i1 − sl,i2 ), 2τk,m
l

(3)

B. Posterior Sampling
The analytic calculation of Q(Θ; Θ(t) ) is impossible due to
the intractability of P(Z|D, Θ). Instead, we approximate the
posterior distribution by sampling. Nevertheless, sampling Z
from P(Z|D, Θ) is still difficult because we cannot effectively
(k)
integrate over Eq. 6 to obtain the distribution of sl,i |Z \
(k)
{sl,i }, D, Θ. Therefore, we reintroduce the auxiliary latent
variables V. A blocked Gibbs sampler [10] is applied to sample
V and Z. Each block of variables, i.e., query domains {ml },
(k)
perceived scores {sl,i }, and noisy score differences {∆sπ },
are sampled in sequence.
1) Sample Query Domain ml : It follows from Eq. 5 that
the posterior distribution of the domain ml∗ for a query l∗ is
given by the following multinomial distribution:
P(ml∗ = m∗ |D, Z \ {ml∗ }, V, Θ)
(8)


Y
(k)
(k)
π
−2
∝ θm∗
PN ∆s |sgn(τk,m∗ )(sl∗ ,i1 − sl∗ ,i2 ), 2τk,m∗
π=hk,l,i1 ,i2 i∈D
l=l∗

Note that there is no coupling (inter-dependency) among {ml },
and the multinomial sampling can be accelerated with parallel
implementation.

(k)

2) Sample Perceived Score sl,i : It follows from Eq. 5 that
the posterior distribution for the perceived score is given by
(k∗ )

(k∗ )

P(sl∗ ,i∗ = s∗ |D, Z \ {sl∗ ,i∗ }, V, Θ)
∝ PN (s∗ |sl∗ ,i∗ , δl2∗ )
(9)
Y
(k∗ )
π
∗
−2
PN (∆s |sgn(τk∗ ,ml∗ )(s − sl∗ ,i ), 2τk∗ ,ml∗ )
π=hk∗ ,l∗ ,i∗ ,ii∈D
(k∗ )

Y

PN (∆sπ |sgn(τk∗ ,ml∗ )(sl∗ ,i − s∗ ), 2τk−2
∗ ,m ∗ )
l

π=hk∗ ,l∗ ,i,i∗ i∈D

(k)

To derive the sampling rule for perceived score sl,i , we employ
the following lemma that an exponential-family distribution
is uniquely determined by its sufficient statistics and natural
parameters [11]:
Lemma 4.2: If P(x) is a valid distribution and P(x) ∝
c1
exp(c1 x + c2 x2 ), then x ∼ N(− 2c
, − 2c12 )

2
And it follows immediately that:
(k∗ )

sl∗ ,i∗ ∼ N(

a1 1
, )
a2 a2

(10)

where
a1 =

1
sl∗ ,i∗
δl2∗

(11)



+

1


2τk−2
∗ ,m ∗
l


(k∗ )
sl∗ ,i + sgn(τk∗ ,ml∗ )∆sπ 

X

2τk−2
∗ ,m ∗ , which determines the uncertainty of the perceived
l ∗
(k )
score sl∗ ,i∗ . The sampled perceived scores are more localized to
the mean value aa12 with easier queries and more knowledgeable
workers.
3) Sample Noisy Score Difference ∆sπ : Denote the pairwise
preference by π ∗ = hk ∗ , l∗ , i∗1 , i∗2 i. It follows from Eq. (5) that
∗

1

∗



(k∗ )
(k∗ )
TN∞
sgn(τk∗ ,ml∗ )(sl∗ ,i∗ − sl∗ ,i∗ ), 2τk−2
∗ ,m ∗
0
l
1

1





(k∗ )
sl∗ ,i − sgn(τk∗ ,ml∗ )∆sπ 

X

i
π=hk∗ ,l∗ ,i,i∗ i∈D


1
1

a2 = 2 + −2

δl∗
2τk∗ ,ml∗


X
i
hk∗ ,l∗ ,i∗ ,ii∈D

1+

X


1 (12)

i
hk∗ ,l∗ ,i,i∗ i∈D

Intuitive Interpretation. Here is an intuitive interpretation of
the above calculation which provides more insights into the
behaviors of T PP:
First, the mean value aa12 is a weighted average of three
sources of estimation:
• sl∗ ,i∗ , the ground truth relevance score (1st term in Eq. 11).
It is discounted by the query difficulty δl2∗ . The easier
the∗query, the more it contributes to the perceived score
(k )
sl∗ ,i∗ .

(k∗ )

2

Efficient sampling from a truncated Gaussian distribution can
be found in [9].
(k)
With the above sampling rules, {ml }, {sl,i }, and {∆sπ } are
sampled in blocks. After the burn-in period, samples of Z are
collected to approximate the posterior distribution P(Z|D, Θ)
(samples of V are discarded).
C. Model Updating
The model parameters are updated by
Θ(t+1)

=

arg max Q(Θ; Θ(t) )
Θ




2τk−2
∗ ,m ∗
l

2

By Lemma 4.1(b), the posterior distribution of ∆sπ is a
truncated Gaussian distribution:

i
π=hk∗ ,l∗ ,i∗ ,ii∈D

+

∗

P(∆sπ = ∆s∗ |D, Z, V \ {∆sπ }, Θ)
(13)


(k∗ )
(k∗ )
∗
−2
∗
∝ PN ∆s |sgn(τk∗ ,ml∗ )(sl∗ ,i∗ − sl∗ ,i∗ ), 2τk∗ ,ml∗ 1(∆s ≥ 0)

(t)

where Q(Θ; Θ )

=

EZ|D,Θ(t) [ln P(D, Z|Θ)] (14)
(t)

with the posterior distribution Z|D, Θ approximated by
blocked Gibbs sampling.
Optimization details are given in Appendix A. Closed forms
are obtained for the update of ground truth scores {sl,i }, query
difficulties {δl2 }, and the domain distribution {θm }. (Inexact)
Newton’s method is applied to update the domain expertise
and truthfulness of workers {τk,m }.
D. Identifiability
Identifiability is a property which a model must satisfy in
order for precise inference to be possible. In plain words, it
requires that different values of the parameters must generate
different probability distributions of the observable variables.
For modeling rankings of documents, the extra degree of
freedom of the model can potentially lead to an arbitrary scaling
of the ground truth scores (or parameters), and thus must be
carefully avoided.
One may observe that for the same collection of observations
D, the following two models have the same likelihood
P(D|Θ1 ) = P(D|Θ2 ) for any global factor σ > 0 and querylevel biases {bl }.4

sl∗ ,i + sgn(τk∗ ,ml∗ )∆sπ where π = hk ∗ , l∗ , i∗ , ii ∈
D, (2nd term in Eq. 11). It corresponds to a pairwise
preference π when ∗tk∗ prefers di∗ to the other document
(k )
di . It estimates sl∗ ,i∗ by combining the perceived score
∗
(k )
sl∗ ,i of the less preferred document di and the noisy score
difference ∆sπ = s̃πi∗ −s̃πi multiplied by the worker’s truthΘ1 = {sl,i , δl2 , θm , τk,m }
fulness (sgn (τk∗ ,ml∗ )). This estimation is then weighted
Θ2 = {(sl,i − bl )/σ, δl2 /σ 2 , θm , τk,m σ}
(15)
by the worker’s domain expertise ( 21 τk2∗ ,ml∗ ).
Therefore, these two sets of parameters are not identifiable.
• The third source of estimation (3rd term in Eq. 11)
To cancel such extra freedom, we regularize the model by
corresponds to the case when di∗ is less preferred by
adding
the following two constraints:
tk∗ . The analysis is analogous to that of the 2nd term.
1
R
In addition, the variance a2 in Eq. 10 is the harmonic average
4 This can be verified by comparing
Z P(D, Z|Θ) using Eq.(6) for
2
of the query difficulty δl∗ and the worker’s domain expertise Θ = Θ1 and Θ = Θ2 .
•

Identification Conditions
 X

δl2 = 1


(16)


min sl,i = 0, ∀l

(17)

l

i

The constraints are imposed after the model update in each
iteration. Rescaling in this way keeps the model from undesired
drifting and scaling.
V. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we systematically evaluate the techniques
presented in this paper on both synthetic and real-world datasets.
Code and datasets are available at the following repository:
https://github.com/dragonxlwang/crowd thurstonian
A. Simulated Study

2) Baselines: We compare the performance of T PP against
the following four baselines:
• T PP U NI D OM : T PP without modeling query domains, i.e.,
all queries are treated as from one single domain.
• T PP U NI E XP : T PP without modeling the domain expertise/truthfulness of workers, i.e., all workers have the
same expertise and truthfulness for a given query domain:
τk1 ,m = τk2 ,m = τm , ∀k1 , k2 .
• T PP U NI D IFF : T PP with identical query difficulty, i.e., all
queries are equally difficult: δl2 = 1/Q, ∀l with some
constant Q.
• C ROWD B T : C ROWD B T [12] is proposed to infer the
ground truth scores out of pairwise preferences, which extends the Bradley-Terry model by taking worker accuracy
into consideration. Specifically, a “worker-independent”
pairwise preference between di1 and di2 for ql is drawn
from a Bernoulli distribution. The probability of di1  di2
is computed by the Sigmoid function:

1) Datasets: In order to test the effectiveness of T PP under

−1
σ(sl,i1 − sl,i2 ) = 1 + exp − (sl,i1 − sl,i2 )
various scenarios, we generate synthetic datasets with the
following parameter settings.
Once the pairwise preference is drawn, each worker has a
The ground truth relevance scores of a list of documents
certain probability (accuracy) to report it truthfully or “flip”
{sl,i }i=1,2,... for query ql are generated from a uniform
it. Compared with T PP, C ROWD B T lacks the mechanism
distribution U[0, 1]. Two different lengths are investigated:
to model multiple query domains, thus incapable to
2
5 (D OC 5) and 30 (D OC 30). Query difficulty δl is generated
characterize workers’ domain-dependent expertise and
from a uniform distribution U[0, 0.1]. To characterize the
truthfulness. Furthermore, it simplifies the generation of
variable quality of answers given by crowd workers, we assume
inconsistent annotations as solely a result from worker
that worker tk ’s expertise and truthfulness τk,m on domain m
accuracy.
falls into one of the following categories:
3) Performance Studies: We test all the methods on synthetic
• Expert: τk,m = 10
datasets
under various parameter settings, and report Kendall’s
• Average: τk,m = 5
tau
distance
[13] between the inferred optimal ranking and the
• Spammer: τk,m = 1
ground
truth
ranking. Kendall’s tau distance is often used to
• Malicious: τk,m = −10
measure the dissimilarity between two ranked lists [14], which
Three demographic groups are formed by changing the distri- is computed as the number of discordant pairs of the two
butions over these four categories. Let p denote the categorical ranked lists. A pair of documents is discordant if their relative
distribution over [expert, average, spammer, malicious]:
order is reversed in the two rankings. For example, suppose
• D EMO 1: p = [0.2, 0.6, 0.1, 0.1]. This group represents the
two ranked lists of length 5 are d1  d2  d3  d4  d5
most common case where average workers are dominant. and d3  d4  d1  d2  d5 . There are in total 5(5−1) = 10
2
• D EMO 2: p = [0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1]. This group has a large
pairs and 4 of them are discordant: {d1 , d3 }, {d1 , d4 }, {d2 , d3 },
proportion of spammers that can hurt the annotation {d2 , d4 }, thus the Kendall’s tau distance is 4. A small Kendall’s
quality.
tau distance indicates good performance. We run each method
• D EMO 3: p = [0.2, 0.4, 0.1, 0.3]. The pairwise preferences
on every dataset 5 times and report the mean and standard
given by this group can be overwhelmingly misleading deviation in Table II.
due to the presence of too many malicious workers.
Overall Performance. T PP outperforms all other methods in
In order to simulate the incompleteness of annotations, which general (the only exception is on D OC 5S R 0.5D EMO 3, where
in real world often depends on factors such as time and budget T PP U NI D IFF gives the best result with a small margin).
constraints, we introduce a variable, sparsity ratio (S R), to Among the three variants of T PP, T PP U NI E XP has the worst
control the probability that a pair of documents is judged by a performance in recovering the ground truth rankings. This
worker. For example, if there are a list of 30 documents, and justifies the importance of modeling workers’ domain expertise
S R = 0.05, each worker will judge 30×(30−1)
× 0.05 = 21.75 and truthfulness. Compared with C ROWD B T, T PP consistently
2
behaves significantly better, implying that the assumed generarandomly selected pairs.
Finally, the following 8 datasets are generated. Each of tive process provides more flexibility in modeling and better
them contains 10 workers, 10 query domains and 100 queries: explains the generation of inconsistent annotations.
D OC 5S R 1.0D EMO 1, D OC 5S R 0.5D EMO 1, D OC 5S R 0.5D EMO 2, Performance on Different Demographic Groups. Spammers
D OC 5S R 0.5D EMO 3, D OC 30S R 0.1D EMO 1, D OC 30S R 0.05D EMO 1, and malicious workers have negative effects on all the methods.
D OC 30S R 0.05D EMO 2 and D OC 30S R 0.05D EMO 3.
The decrease in performance due to malicious workers is more

TABLE II: Crowd Pairwise Preferences Binding Performance (Kendall’s tau Distance)
T PP U NI D OM
0.414 ±0.037
0.728 ±0.066
0.852 ±0.033
1.760 ±0.077
25.636 ±0.302
45.498 ±0.408
70.548 ±0.821
139.154 ±0.243

striking than that due to spammers. Nevertheless, the proposed
T PP is more robust in resisting the attack from malicious
workers than the baselines. Specifically, we observe that the
Kendall’s tau increases by 88.516 for T PP when changing the
dataset from D OC 30S R 0.5D EMO 1 to D OC 30 R 0.5D EMO 3 5 ,
while this number is 93.656 for T PP U NI D OM, 96.860 for
T PP U NI E XP, and 104.57 for C ROWD B T. This demonstrates
that T PP does a better job in recognizing adversarial workers.
Performance w.r.t. Sparsity Ratio. Sparser annotations provide
less evidence to infer the ground truth rankings. It is observed
that the best performance on D OC 5S R 0.5D EMO 1 (0.574) is
still much higher (and thus worse) than the worst performance
on D OC 5S R 1.0D EMO 1 (0.468). Similar observations are
obtained on the D OC 30 datasets.
4) Query Domain Prediction: We investigate the capability
of T PP in distinguishing between queries from different
domains.
We use the setting of D OC 5S R 0.5D EMO 1 and generate the
pairwise preferences with only two domains evenly distributed
among 100 queries, for the ease of illustration. We run T PP for
10 times and plot the prediction accuracy and the log likelihood.
As shown in Figure 3, the algorithm starts from random guess
with accuracy around 0.5, and converges to an accuracy around
0.895 in less than 10 iterations, implying that T PP is able to
learn query domains effectively and efficiently.
5) More Workers but Sparser Annotation: In practice, when
time is the constraining factor, it is plausible to employ a large
number of crowd workers and each worker labels only a few
pairs. However, the situation of “More Workers but Sparser
Annotation” can potentially lead to a critical limitation for T PP.
On one hand, the number of parameters {τk,m } grows with
the number of workers. On the other hand, the amount of data
to estimate each τk,m decreases.
TABLE III: T PP Performance with More Workers but Sparser
Annotation (Kendall’s tau Distance)
Dataset
A NNO 100S R 0.01
A NNO 100S R 0.02
A NNO 200S R 0.01
A NNO 200S R 0.02

5 The

Kendall’s tau
36.208 ±0.292
24.328 ±0.451
25.734 ±0.394
16.290 ±0.435

maximal Kendall’s tau distance for D OC 30 is

30(30−1)
2

= 435.

T PP U NI E XP
0.466 ±0.023
0.846 ±0.080
0.940 ±0.037
2.550 ±0.029
29.204 ±0.291
45.636 ±0.178
81.782 ±0.145
142.496 ±0.587

T PP U NI D IFF
0.402 ±0.046
0.628 ±0.069
0.754 ±0.047
1.540 ±0.288
26.866 ±0.456
47.258 ±0.959
66.488 ±2.026
135.04 ±1.864

C ROWD B T
0.468 ±0.047
0.856 ±0.028
0.960 ±0.041
2.990 ±0.060
24.420 ±0.906
48.820 ±2.161
104.500 ±2.469
153.390 ±1.031

Query Domain Prediction
1
0.9
0.8

Accuracy

T PP
0.386 ±0.031
0.574 ±0.067
0.734 ±0.021
1.592 ±0.237
22.442 ±1.238
40.640 ±0.926
61.818 ±2.713
129.156 ±1.892
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Fig. 3: Domain Prediction Accuracy and Model Log Likelihood
with Standard Deviations

To evaluate the performance in such scenarios, we create
another four datasets under the setting of D OC 30D EMO 1 with
more annotators (A NNO 100 of 100 annotators and A NNO 200
of 200 annotators) and lower sparsity ratios (S R 0.01 and
S R 0.02).
As shown Table III, the performance of T PP becomes worse
with “More Workers but Sparser Annotation” as Kendall’s
tau increases from 22.442 (D OC 30S R 0.1D EMO 1) to 36.208
(A NNO 100S R 0.01). This is anticipated because the two
datasets have the same amount of pairwise judgements but
A NNO 100S R 0.01 involves more workers and has sparser
annotations. However, A NNO 100S R 0.01 drastically reduces
the time cost and may take only a tenth of the time that
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Fig. 4: NDCG@n evaluated on MQ2008-agg Dataset

TPR (true positive rate

D OC 30S R 0.1D EMO 1 takes. In fact, by doubling the number B. Experiments on Real-World Data
of workers to 200 or doubling the sparsity ratio to 0.02, compaTo validate our proposed strategy of binding pairwise
rable performance can be achieved with D OC 30S R 0.1D EMO 1. preferences into rankings, we utilize a real-world benchmark
With an even more aggressive setting A NNO 200S R 0.02 (20 MQ2008-agg (part of LETOR 4.06 ) which is originally devised
times the number of workers and five times sparser annotations), for the rank aggregation (meta-ranking) task. The MQ2008the performance further improves. Therefore we conclude agg dataset consists of ranked lists from 25 retrieval systems
that the performance of T PP is reasonably robust even at the (workers). Each document is labeled as highly relevant (2),
situation of “more workers and sparser annotation.”
relevant (1) or irrelevant (0). For rank aggregation algorithms
6) Malicious Worker Detection: Identifying malicious work- (T RM and BordaCount), ranked lists generated from each
ers is a difficult task since the number of malicious workers is retrieval system are taken as input to infer the true ranked list for
usually small so that the classification is highly imbalanced. each query. The pairwise preference binding algorithms (T PP
We assess the performance of malicious worker detection and C ROWD B T), on the other hand, estimate the true ranking
by plotting the averaged Receiver Operating Characteristic out of the pairwise judgements from each retrieval system
(R.O.C.) curves in Figure 5. In the experiment, with 100 (“worker”). The pairwise judgements are randomly sampled
workers from D EMO 1 and S R = 0.01, T PP performs well with with a sparsity ratio S R. In the experiment, we use sparsity
AUC = 0.837 (Area Under the Curve). When the annotation is ratios S R = 1.0 (all pairwise judgements are observed) and
denser (A NNO 100S R 0.02), AUC improves remarkably (0.924). S R = 0.2. We evaluate T PP with 1, 3 and 5 domains. The perforHowever, with 200 workers (D EMO 1), the difference of AUC mance is compared against both the pairwise preference binding
between S R = 0.01 and S R = 0.02 is not significant. This can algorithm C ROWD B T, and the rank aggregation algorithms
be explained by the fact that malicious workers are easier to BordaCount [15] and T RM (see Section II and Appendix B). In
particular, Bordacount is a simple yet robust algorithm which
identify in a larger group, even with sparser annotations.
is essentially a ranking version of majority voting. It infers
the true ranking by averaging the rank positions from each
worker. The performance is measured by NDCG (Normalized
R.O.C. Curve for Malicious Worker Detection
1
Discounted Cumulative Gain) [16]. We use NDCG@n where
0.9
n = 2, 4, 6, 8.
0.8
The results are presented in Figure 4. In general, similar
performances are observed for the two rank aggregation
0.7
algorithms with T RM slightly outperforming Bordacount.
0.6
With
S R 1.0, T PP and C ROWD B T have the same amount
0.5
of information from observations as the rank aggregation
0.4
counterparts. However, S R 1.0C ROWD B T performs better than
Anno100Sr0.01, AUC = 0.837
0.3
T RM and Bordacount only at NDCG@2 and NDCG@4,
Anno100Sr0.02, AUC = 0.924
0.2
Anno200Sr0.01, AUC = 0.958
while it gets worse at NDCG@6 and NDCG@8. In contrast,
Anno200Sr0.02, AUC = 0.959
0.1
T PP consistently outperforms all the baselines, with better
performance achieved if more domains are incorporated.
0
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
When the available annotations become sparser (S R 0.2),
FPR (false positive rate)
the performance of both T PP and C ROWD B T become worse:
NDCGs decrease across different settings. However, T PP still
Fig. 5: R.O.C. Curve for Malicious Worker Detection
6 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/beijing/projects/letor

significantly outperforms C ROWD B T even with a single domain.
In addition, it also outperforms T RM and Bordacount although
the annotation is incomplete. This is because that the flexible
generative process of T PP properly resolves the inconsistency
from multiple sources.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Early research of crowdsourcing can be dated back to the
study of integration of labels from multiple annotators for
image classification [17]. Later on, studies including [2], [18]
began focusing on explicitly modeling annotator quality such
as expertise, truthfulness in crowdsourcing settings. The dual
tasks of inferring ground truth labels as well as worker quality
have been investigated in some recent studies [1], [2], [18],
including this paper.
Previous research mainly focused on simple tasks (classification, regression, etc.) while we tackle complex labeling
problem such as ranking. In this direction, [19] reconstructs
the order of facts from individual worker annotated whole
ranked lists with the Thurstonian Ranking Model (T RM) [5]
and the Mallows model [20], which features a distance-based
distribution of rankings (permutations) using Kendall’s tau.
Other studies on “Rank Aggregation” are also related to this
work, including [14], [21]. They adapt the Mallows model
for inferring ground truth rankings as well as the quality of
ranking algorithms. However, the above approaches do not fit
well for information retrieval and web search tasks as it is not
practical for annotators to label the whole ranked lists. This
motivates us to investigate binding pairwise preferences from
crowd workers into rankings.
There is one recent study [12] that adopts a similar philosophy, which extends the Bradley-Terry model, a pairwise
special case of the Plackett-Luce model [22], [23]. Nevertheless,
their model (C ROWD B T) lacks the mechanism to model
multiple query domains, thus incapable to characterize workers’
domain-dependent expertise and truthfulness. C ROWD B T does
not take query difficulty into account either. Furthermore,
unlike T PP, C ROWD B T does not model the generation of
rankings. Therefore, it is not capable of modeling the annotation
inconsistency from multiple sources, which makes it less
favorable as demonstrated by the experimental study.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present a novel generative model called
“Thurstonian Pairwise Preference” (T PP) to infer the true
ranked list out of a collection of crowdsourced pairwise
annotations, which is highly useful in various data mining
and information retrieval tasks such as learning to rank. T PP
resolves the inevitable incompleteness and inconsistency of
pairwise judgements, by carefully modeling variable query
difficulty and different labeling quality resulting from workers’
domain expertise and truthfulness. Experimental results on both
synthetic and real-world datasets demonstrate that T PP can
effectively bind pairwise preferences of the crowd into rankings
and substantially outperforms previously published methods.
To further explore the benefit from the inferred ranked lists, it

is promising to extend T PP to jointly learn the ranking model
of the end application, which we leave for future work.
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A PPENDIX A
M ODEL U PDATING
By zeroing the derivatives of Q(Θ(t+1) ; Θ(t) ) with respect
to Θ(t+1) , the following closed forms are obtained for the
(t+1)
2(t+1)
(t+1)
update of {sl,i }, {δl
} and {θm }:






(t+1)


sl∗ ,i∗ =










P
k∈Wl∗ ,i∗

P

(18)

1

k∈Wl∗ ,i∗
(k)

P

where Wl∗ ,i∗ denotes the set of workers who have judged di∗
for ql∗ , and Pl∗ denotes the set of hworker, documenti pairs
involved in the annotation for ql∗ , i.e.,
∗

∗

∗

∗

Wl∗ ,i∗

=

{k | ∃i, hk, l , i , ii ∈ D or hk, l , i, i i ∈ D}
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T RM is the building block of the proposed T PP and is
investigated as a baseline in the experiment. We present the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) using the ExpectationMaximization (E-M) algorithm.
The joint likelihood is given by

(k)
(k)
P {σl }, {sl,i }|{sl,i }, {δl2 }
Y
(k)
(k)
(k)
=
PN (sl,i |sl,i , δl2 ) · 1(σl , {sl,i })

(26)
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where we used the fact that
∂Q(x)/∂x = −PN (x|0, 1)
And f (·) is defined as
PN (x|0, 1)
Q(x)
whose derivative is calculated as:
df (x)
= −xf (x) + f 2 (x)
dx
f (x) =

(k)

(k)

where 1(σl , {sl,i }) = 1 if the ranking derived from the
(k)
(k)
order of {sl,i } is consistent with σl and 0 otherwise.
In addition, like T PP, the posterior distribution is approximated by Gibbs sampling,
(k∗ )
(k)
(k)
(k∗ ) 
P sl∗ ,i∗ |{sl,i }, {δl2 }, {σl }, {sl,i } {sl∗ ,i∗ }

∗

(t+1)
τk∗ ,m∗

can be found to be a good

l,i,k

Unfortunately, {τk,m } do not have a closed-form analytic
solution, where we employ Newton’s method. The partial
(t+1)
derivatives w.r.t. τk∗ ,m∗ are given by:

∂τk∗ ,m∗

√12
2π

(25)
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Using this result, f (x) ≈
approximation for x > 8.
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An important implementation issue of Newton’s method is
numeric stability. For large x > 0, computing f (x) using Eq. 23
is not advised as both PN (x|0, 1) and Q(x) approach zero fast.
To address this issue, we use the following approximation [24]:

(23)

(24)

(k∗ )

(k∗ )

=PN (sl∗ ,i∗ |sl∗ ,i∗ , δl2∗ ) · 1(s− ≤ sl∗ ,i∗ ≤ s+ })

(27)
(k∗ )

where s+ (or s− ) denotes the worker’s perceived score sl∗ ,i
of the document di which
immediately precedes (or follows)
(k∗ )
di∗ as ranked by σl∗ if such di exists or otherwise evaluated
(k∗ )
as +∞ (or −∞). Consequently, we samples sl∗ ,i∗ by
(k∗ )

(sl∗ ,i∗ , δl2∗ )
sl∗ ,i∗ ∼ TNss+
−
Lastly, we update the parameters by optimizing the expected
joint log likelihood, which yields the same updating rules as
in Eq. 18, 19 with the only difference being that k is ranged
over all workers that rank for ql∗ in Eq. 18 and (k, i) over all
workers that judge ql∗ and documents in the ranking list of
ql∗ in Eq. 19.
A final note of T RM is about its identifiability: It requires
rescaling in the same manner as in Eq. 16 and Eq. 17 to cancel
extra freedom in order to prevent the model from undesired
drifting and scaling.

